Kelly Marquet – Speaking, Panels, Interviews
Helping young women leave a positive legacy through their choices in life.

Kelly Marquet engages both teens and parents to find common ground on the serious issues young
women face today: self‐esteem, loneliness, communication break‐downs, experimenting with drugs,
and even unplanned pregnancy.
She is sought out by meeting planners across North America for her ability to help audiences embrace
even the most difficult topics, thanks to her engaging style that combines personal experiences with wit,
charm and compassion.
Kelly’s goal is to empower young women to leave a positive legacy through their choices in life.
To this end, Kelly launched Legacy 4 Kids, a confidential service to help teens and parents understand
their options when facing an unplanned pregnancy, by opening the lines of communication. Her vision:
A world in which every child born is wanted ‐ and raised in a family that is willing to help them lead a
productive and meaningful life.
Kelly’s desire for each newborn to be wanted runs deep: 18 years younger than her closest sibling, she
knows what it’s like to come into the world as an afterthought. Yearning for attention, she soon faced
her own teen pregnancies and the resulting decisions. She has been a teen mother and is now also
raising a grandchild after the mother became unable to provide a stable life for the child.
Kelly helps audiences understand that the most effective way to ease the crisis teens experience with
serious issues is to lift the veil of denial that often surrounds such topics. She does so with humor, grace,
and real life examples to which an audience can easily relate.
An accomplished CEO, Kelly understands the pressures young women face from an image‐driven
society. She launched and managed her own successful talent agency after years in modeling, fashion
and retail, garnering an up‐close view of the impact on young women’s self esteem. She provides
tangible proof that young women CAN positively impact their future.
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Kelly’s popularity as a brilliant coach and a gifted communicator stems from the enormous
enthusiasm, insight, and energy she brings to her presentations.
Kelly Marquet (mar‐kay) is available for speaking engagements for corporations, associations, public
seminars and industry‐specific trainings. She also conducts on‐air media interviews and participates in
select panel discussions.
To learn more about Kelly’s speaking topics that will engage your audience, please visit
www.legacy4kids.com
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